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Abstract: Here we investigate possible quantum analog of Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser
(KAM) theorem in two types of hybrid SYK models which contain both q = 4 SYK with
interaction J and q = 2 SYK with an interaction K in Type I or (q = 2)2 SYK with
an interaction
√
K in Type II . These models include hybrid Majorana fermion, complex
fermion and bosonic SYK. We first introduce a new universal ratio which is the ratio of
the next nearest neighbour (NNN) energy level spacing to characterize the random matrix
behaviours. We make exact symmetry analysis on the possible symmetry class of both
types of hybrid SYK in the 10 fold way and also work out the degeneracy of each energy
levels. We perform exact diagonalization to evaluate both the known NN ratio and the new
NNN ratio. In Type I, as K/J changes, there is always a chaotic to non-chaotic transition
(CNCT) from the GUE to Poisson in all the hybrid fermionic SYK models, but not the
hybrid bosonic SYK model. In Type II, there are always CNCT from the corresponding
GOE, GUE or GSE dictated by the symmetry of the q = 4 SYK to the Poisson dictated
by (q = 2)2 SYK. When the double degeneracy at the q = 4 ( or (q = 2)2 ) side is broken
by the q = 2 ( or q = 4 ) perturbation in Type I ( or Type II), the new NNN ratio can be
most effectively to quantify the stability of quantum chaos ( or the KAM ). We compare
the stability of quantum chaos and KAM theorem near the integrability in all these hybrid
SYK models. We also discuss some possible connections between CNCT characterized
by the random matrix theory and the quantum phase transitions (QPT) characterized by
renormalization groups. Quantum chaos in both types of hybrid SYK models are also
contrasted with that in the U(1)/Z2 Dicke model in quantum optics.
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1 Introduction.
In classical chaos, the Lyapunov exponent was used to characterize the exponential growth
of two classical trajectories when there are just a tiny difference in the initial conditions.
The classical concept of Lyapunov exponent can be extended to its quantum analog which
can be used to characterize the exponential growth of two initially commuting operators
in the early time (up to the Ehrenfest time) under the evolution of a quantum chaotic
Hamiltonian [1–3]. There are recent flurry of research activities to extract the Lyapunov
exponent λL of the Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev (SYK) model, its various variants and its possible
dual asymptotic AdS2 bulk quantum black holes through evaluating Out of time ordered
correlation (OTOC) functions [4–15]. The quantum analog of λL need to be evaluated away
from the thermodynamic limit by a 1/N expansion in the SYK models, also away from the
conformal invariant limit due to a leading irrelevant operator and at a finite temperature
(ranging from low to high temperatures).
From a completely different perspective, the quantum chaos can also be characterized
by the system’s energy level statistics (ELS) and level-level correlations encoded in the
spectral form factor (SFF) through Random Matrix Theory (RMT)[17–19]. The ELS and
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SFF are always evaluated at a finite but sufficiently large system. The ELS of SYK can be
described by the Wigner-Dyson (WD) distributions in a N(mod8) way [17–19]: N = 2, 6
Gaussian unitary ensembles (GUE); N = 0 Gaussian orthogonal ensemble (GOE), N = 4
Gaussian symplectic ensemble (GSE). The quantum chaos in the SYK models are due to
the quenched disorders. However, it inspired a new class of clean models called (colored
or un-colored) Tensor (Gurau-Witten) model [20–22] which share similar quantum chaotic
properties as the SYK at least in the large N limit.
In classical chaos, the classical Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser (KAM) theorem states that
if an integrable Hamiltonian H0 is disturbed by a small perturbation ∆H, which makes
the total Hamiltonian H = H0 + ∆H , non-integrable. If the two conditions are satisfied:
(a) ∆H is sufficiently small (b) the frequencies ωi of H0 are in-commensurate, then the
system remains quasi-integrable. Despite some previous efforts, the quantum analogue of
the KAM theorem remains elusive. Just like the quantum analog of Lyapunov exponent can
be studied in the context of the SYK models [4–15], it is important to explore the quantum
analog of KAM theorem in various hybrid Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev models which contain both
the chaotic q = 4 SYK with interaction J and the integrable q = 2 SYK with interaction
K. Integrable or not maybe judged by the ELS and its evolution due to the competition of
the two energy scales J/K. Here we study two types of hybrid Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev models:
Type-I preserving and Type II violating the P-H symmetry of the q = 4 SYK respectively.
The Type-I include the hybrid Majorana fermion, complex fermion and hard bosonic SYK.
The Type-II include q = 4 SYK with interaction J and (q = 2)2 SYK with the interaction√
K either Majorana or complex fermion. We study the quantum analog of the KAM
theorem and the stability of quantum chaos in the context of the energy level statistics
(ELS) in these hybrid SYK models.
We first introduce a new universal ratio which is the ratio of next nearest neighbor
(NNN) energy spacing to characterize the Random matrix classes and also establish its
relations with the well known ratio of the nearest neighbor (NN) energy spacing. When
a doubly degenerate level is split by a small perturbation, the NN ratio is nearly zero
and also rapidly changing, the new NNN ratio can be used to very effectively characterize
the correct RM behaviours. We make exact symmetry analysis to classify the possible
symmetry class in the 10-fold way, then perform exact diagonization on all these hybrid
models. We evaluate the NN ratio and also NNN ratio when a doubly degenerate level is
split by a small perturbation. In the Type I hybrid SYK, as K/J changes, there is always a
chaotic to non-chaotic transition (CNCT) from GUE to Poisson in all the hybrid fermionic
models, but not the hybrid bosonic model. Starting from the q = 4 SYK, for the GOE
case, there is a GOE to GUE crossover first, then a CNCT from the GUE to the Poisson;
for the GUE case, then a direct CNCT from the GUE to the Poisson; for the GSE case, any
small K destroys the double generally of the GSE, then rises to GUE, then a CNCT from
the GUE to the Poisson. Then in this case, the NNN can be most effectively applied to
describe the stability regime of GSE and may also be used to describe the whole crossover
until to the KAM side. In the Type II hybrid SYK, the Symmetry analysis alone may not
be able to distinguish between the q = 4 SYK and (q = 2)2 SYK. There are always CNCT
from the corresponding WD distribution dictated by the symmetry of the q = 4 SYK to the
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Poissonan dictated by the square of q = 2 SYK. When there is a double degeneracy at the
(q = 2)2 side, the NNN can be most effectively applied to describe the KAM side and may
also be used to describe the whole crossover until to the quantum chaos side. We compare
quantitatively the stability of quantum chaos and KAM theorem near the integrability in
all these hybrid SYK models. Poissble intrinsic connections between the onset of quantum
chaos characterized by the RMT and the onset of quantum phase transitions characterized
by Renormalization group (RG) are discussed.
2 A new ratio to describe RMT: ratio of next nearest neighbor (NNN)
energy spacing
In this section, we first review the known results on the statistics of the nearest neighbour
(NN) energy level spacing (r, r˜), then introduce a new ratio which is the NNN energy level
spacing (r′, r˜′), then establish an approximate, but quite accurate relation between the two.
2.1 Review on the ELS of nearest neighbor energy level spacings
Let En be an ordered set of energy levels and sn = En+1 − En the nearest-neighbor (nn)
spacings. By considering a 2 × 2 matrices system, Wigner derived a simple approximate
expression for P (s),
Pw,β(s) = aβs
βe−bβs
2
(2.1)
where β = 1, 2, 4 is the Dyson index for GOE, GUE and GSE respectively.
It is also known that independent random energy levels would yield a Poisson distri-
bution
Pp(s) = e
−s (2.2)
However, in order to compare different results from different systems, the energy levels will
need an unfolding procedure, which is not convenient when large enough statistics is not
available.
To get rid of the dependence on the local density of states, it is convenient to look at
the distribution of the ratio of two adjacent energy level spacings [17, 23] rn =
sn
sn+1
which
distributes around 1. This quantity has the advantage that it requires no unfolding since
ratios of consecutive level spacings are independent of the local density of states.
By considering 3 × 3 matrices system, the authors in [23] obtained the Wigner-like
surmises of the ratio of consecutive level spacings distribution
pp (r) =
1
(1 + r)2
, pw (r) =
1
Zβ
(
r + r2
)β
(1 + r + r2)1+3β/2
(2.3)
where β = 1, 2, 4 and Zβ = 8/27, 4pi/81
√
3, 4pi/729
√
3 for GOE, GUE and GSE respectively.
The distribution PW (r) has the same level repulsion at small r as PW (s), namely, PW (r) ∼
rβ. However, the large r asymptotic behavior PW (r) ∼ r−(2+β) is dramatically different
than the fast exponential decay of PW (s).
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One may also compute the distribution of the logarithmic ratio [17, 23] P (ln r) =
p (r) r. Because p (ln r) dr is symmetric under r ↔ 1/r, one may confine 0 < r < 1 and
double the possibility density p (r˜) = 2p (r). Therefore, the above two distributions have
two different expected values of r˜ = min{r, 1/r}:
〈r˜〉p =
∫ 1
0
2rpp(r)dr = 2 ln 2− 1 ∼ 0.38629,
〈r˜〉w =
∫ 1
0
2rpw(β = 1, 2, 4; r)dr (2.4)
which is 4− 2√3 ∼ 0.53590, 2
√
3
pi − 1/2 ∼ 0.60266, 32
√
3
15pi − 1/2 ∼ 0.67617 for GOE,GUE and
GSE respectively.
2.2 Introduction and calculation of the ELS of NNN energy level spacings
When there are nearly double degenerated energy levels, we find that it is convenient to
introduce next nearest-neighbor (NNN) spacings s′n = en+2 − en and ratios r′n = s′n/s′n−1.
Here we study the distribution of the ratio of the two NNN spacings by exploring the exact
calculation for 5× 5 matrices.
For a Poisson ensemble, it is more convenient to work with P (s1, s2, s3, s4) and the ratio
of consecutive NNN level spacings is r′ = (s3 + s4)/(s1 + s2). The NNN ratio distribution
can be calculated from
P
(2)
P (r
′) =
∫ 4∏
i=1
dsiP (s1, s2, s3, s4)δ
(
r′ − s3 + s4
s1 + s2
)
. (2.5)
Since energy levels are not correlated in Poisson ensemble, one can rewrite P (s1, s2, s3, s4) =∏4
i=1 PP (si) and evaluate the integral to obtain a simple result
P
(2)
P (r
′) =
6r′
(1 + r′)4
. (2.6)
It is easy to see that P
(2)
P (r
′) ∼ r′ when r′ is small, and P (2)(r′) ∼ r′−3 when r′ is large.
Interestingly, there is a NNN level repulsion in Poisson ensemble which intuitively can be
understood due to the interruption of the intermediate level.
For various Gaussian ensembles, it is good to start from the joint probability distri-
bution ρ(e1, e2, e3, e4, e5) and the ratio of consecutive NNN level spacings is r
′ = (e5 −
e3)/(e3 − e1). The NNN ratio distribution can be calculated from
P
(2)
W,β(r
′) =
∫ 5∏
i=1
deiρ(e1, e2, e3, e4, e5)δ
(
r′ − e5 − e3
e3 − e1
)
, (2.7)
where the joint probability distribution takes form ρ(e1, e2, e3, e4, e5) = Cβ
∏
1≤i≤j≤5 |ei −
ej |β
∏5
i=1 e
−e2i /2. The integral can be simplified as
P
(2)
W,β(r
′) ∼
∫ ∞
0
dx
∫ rx
0
dy
∫ x
0
dzx[r′(1 + r′)x3(r′x− y)(r′x+ z)y(x+ y)(x− z)z(y + z)]β
× e− 15 [(2+2r′2+r)x2+2z2+2y2+yz+(1−r′)x(y−z)] (2.8)
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where ∼ means the normalization constant is ignored. The integrals can be evaluated
analytically, but its expression is lengthy. Here, we just show analytically its asymptotic
behaviour: P
(2)
W,β(r
′) ∼ r′3β+1 when r′ is small, and P (2)W,β(r′) ∼ r′−3(β+1) when r′ is large.
If comparing them with those of PW (r), one can see that the asymptotic behaviours of
the NNN level statistics with index β are the same as those of the NN with index 3β +
1 (See Eq.2.10 below for all the ranges). Similar to the Poisson case discussed above,
the intermediate energy level induces much stronger level repulsions between NNN. In
Fig.1, we compare P
(2)
W,β obtained from Eq.(2.8) against the numerical simulations of the
corresponding WD ensembles. We find nearly perfect agreement in all ranges of of r′.
0
Poisson
GOE
GUE
GSE
P
 (
2
) (
r
 ’)
r ’
Figure 1. Distribution of the ratio of consecutive NNN level spacings P (2)(r′) for Poisson and RMT
ensembles: solid lines are from exact evaluation of integral Eq.(2.8). The points are numerical data.
The Poisson data are obtained from 106 independent generated random numbers. The random
matrix data are obtained by diagonalizing the corresponding GOE (real), GUE (complex) and
GSE (quaternion) matrices of size N = 1000 with Gaussian distributed entries, averaged over 105
histograms.
It is easy to check that P (2)(r′) have the same symmetry as P (r), namely, P (2)(r′) =
1
r′2P
(2)( 1r′ ), thus we can still define a r˜
′. From the NNN ratio distribution given in Eq.(2.6)
for Poisson and Eq.(2.8) for WD, one can calculate expectation value for r′ and r˜′ as
〈r′〉 =
∫ ∞
0
dr′r′P (r′), 〈r˜′〉 =
∫ 1
0
dr′2r′P (r′) (2.9)
which are listed in Table 1.
2.3 An approximate relation between the ELS of NNN and those of NN
In fact, instead of lengthy results from exact evaluation of integral, we find an approximate
relation between P (2)(r′) and P (r):
P
(2)
W,β(r) ≈ PW,3β+1(r) (2.10)
The difference of the two was shown in Fig.2. The very small deviation shows that
the approximation in Eq.(2.10) is quite accurate. In the last two lines in the TABLE I, we
also list the numerical values of 〈r′〉3β+1 and 〈r˜′〉3β+1 using PW,3β+1(r). All these values
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Table 1. List of numerical values of averages 〈r〉 and 〈r˜〉 as well as 〈r′〉 and 〈r˜′〉 for various
ensembles. The values of 〈r〉 and 〈r˜〉 are taken from Ref.[23]. Those of 〈r′〉 and 〈r˜′〉 are obtained
from evaluation of Eq.(2.9). We also list the values of 〈r′〉3β+1 and 〈r˜′〉3β+1 by using the β → 3β+1
rule in Eq.(2.10).
Ensembles Poisson GOE GUE GSE
〈r〉 ∞ 1.75 1.3607 1.1747
〈r˜〉 0.38629 0.5359 0.6027 0.6762
〈r′〉 2 1.1736 1.0972 1.0516
〈r˜′〉 0.5 0.6769 0.7344 0.7910
〈r′〉3β+1 - 1.1747 1.0980 1.0681
〈r˜′〉3β+1 - 0.6762 0.7335 0.7672
are very close to those using P
(2)
W,β(r) in Eq.2.8. For example, just take 〈r˜′〉 for the GSE
case, one can see the relative difference 0.7672−0.79100.7910 = −3% is very small.
In fact, one can see Eq.2.10 can work well when putting β = 0. Namely, when the NN
satisfies Poisson, the NNN seems fit GOE approximately. For example, from the TABLE I,
〈r′〉 and 〈r˜′〉 for Poisson 2, 0.5 are not too much away from 〈r〉 and 〈r˜〉 for GOE 1.75, 0.53590
respectively. At least, one can use GOE for an quick eye guides to judge the NNN for the
Poisson as we did in all the following figures.
δ
P
 (
2
)
numerical
analytical
0.005
0.01
-0.005
0
0 1 2 3 4
r  ’
0 1 2 3 4
r  ’
0 1 2 3 4
r   ’
GOE GUE GSE
Figure 2. Difference of δP (2) = P
(2)
W,β(r)−PW,3β+1(r). The solid line is from Eq.2.8. The numerical
data in δP (2) = P
(2)
num(r) − PW,3β+1(r) are taken from Fig.1. Small |δP (2)| justifies validation of
Eq.(2.10)
.
In the following sections, we will apply both NN and NNN ELS to study the quantum
analog of Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser theorem in the two kinds of hybrid Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev
models.
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3 Hybrid Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev models
3.1 The hybrid of q = 2 and q = 4 Majorana fermion SYK
The Quantum analog of KAM theorem may be first investigated in the hybrid of q = 2
and q = 4 Majorana fermion SYK:
HM =
N∑
i<j<k<l
Jijklχiχjχkχl + i
N∑
i<j
Kijχiχj (3.1)
where Jijkl,Kij are real and satisfy the Gaussian distributions with 〈Jijkl〉 = 0, 〈J2ijkl〉 =
3!J2/N3 and 〈Kij〉 = 0, 〈K2ij〉 = K2/N respectively.
In the J = 0 limit, the q = 2 SYK breaks the particle-hole symmetry. It is non-
interacting, so must be integrable. Its energy level statistics (ELS) satisfies the Poisson
distribution [9, 11, 19]. Its single particle density of state (DOS) satisfies the semi-circle
law [11]. Its low energy excitation level spacing is ∼ 1/N , the quasi-particle picture holds.
Its T = 0 entropy s0 vanishes. This is very similar to the U(1)/Z2 Dicke model [41–45] in
the U(1) limit ( inside the superradiant phase ) where the ELS also satisfies the Poisson
distribution, its single particle low energy excitation level spacing is also ∼ D ∼ 1/N .
In the K = 0 limit, the q = 4 SYK is non-integrable at any finite N . In the following,
we discuss when N is even or odd respectively.
For even number of sites N = 2Nc, one can split the sites to even and odd, then
introduce Nc complex fermions [10, 17, 19] by ci = (χ2i−iχ2i−1)/
√
2, c†i = (χ2i+iχ2i−1)/
√
2
and define the particle-hole symmetry operator to be P = KΠNci=1(c
†
i + ci). It is easy to
show P 2 = (−1)[Nc2 ], P ciP = ηc†i , P c†iP = ηci, PχiP = ηχi where η = (−1)[
Nc−1
2
]. The
total number of fermions Qc =
∑Nc
i=1 c
†
ici. It is not a conserved quantity, but the parity
(−1)Qc is in H4. Then PQcP−1 = Nc − Qc which justifies P as an anti-unitary PH
transformation. P also commutes with the Hamiltonian [16] [P,H4] = 0. Depending on
N (mod 8), the ELS satisfies GUE when Nmod(8) = 2, 6, GOE when Nmod(8) = 0, GSE
when Nmod(8) = 4 [10, 17, 19]. The ELS, the degeneracy at a given parity sector and
the total parity sector are listed in the Table I. Its low energy excitation level spacing is
e−s0N which leads to extensive T = 0 entropy s0 ( in the N → ∞ limit before T → 0
limit )[5, 7, 9]. The system’s many body DOS ( different from the single particle DOS
) has been worked out in [9] to be different than the semi-circle DOS. The quasi-particle
picture completely breaks down. This is similar to the U(1)/Z2 Dicke model in the Z2 limit
( inside the superradiant phase ) where the ELS satisfies the GOE distribution [44, 45],
its two lowest energy splitting between two different parities is e−N which is due to the
instanton quantum tunneling (QT) process. It is not clear if the e−N level spacing in the
q = 4 SYK is also due to some non-perturbative instanton QT process, which is inaccessible
to the perturbation 1/N expansion in [8–12] anyway.
However, when N is odd, the above procedures for even N needs to be modified. In
fact, one can still take the advantage of the above representation with N even case by
adding χN+1 = χ∞ to make the parity conservation explicitly. Similar strategy was used
before to study the symmetry protected topological phase of odd number of Majorana
– 7 –
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Figure 3. The evolution of the ELS for type-I hybrid Majorana SYK Model with even N . 〈r˜〉
(black curve), and 〈r˜′〉 (orange curve) for the GSE case in (d) evaluated for Nχ = 14, 16, 18, 20 and
are averaged over 100, 80, 60, 40 samplings respectively. Notably, in the GSE case in (d), the NN
ratio 〈r˜〉 is rapidly changing near the q = 4 side, so it is quite difficult to determine the stability
regime of the quantum chaos. Fortunately, the NNN ratio 〈r˜′〉 shows a nice plateau regime near the
q = 4 side, the quantum chaos stability regime can be easily identified and listed in the Table 3-6.
This dramatic advantage of the new NNN ratio over the known NN ratio was further demonstrated
in all the following relevant figures.
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Figure 4. The evolution of the ELS for type-I hybrid Majorana SYK Model with odd N . 〈r˜〉 (black
curve), and 〈r˜′〉 (orange curve) for the GSE case in (a) and (d) evaluated for Nχ = 13, 15, 17, 19
and are averaged over 100, 80, 60, 40 samplings respectively. Note the advantages of using 〈r˜′〉 over
〈r˜〉, especially in the quantum chaos side, in (a) and (d).
chain [26] and the ELS of the SYK model with N odd [17]. Then one can still define P
with Nc =
N+1
2 as before. All the commutation relations still apply. One can also define
another anti-unitary operator Z = Pχ∞. The combination of the two operators P and Z
leads to the following tables:
Now we apply the PH transformation to the hybrid SYK model Eq.3.1. The parity
(−1)Qc remains to be conserved. However, P ( or Z when Nmod8 = 1, 5 ) is not conserved
anymore due to {P,H2} = 0 ( or {Z,H2} = 0 ). So the hybrid SYK does not have the
PH symmetry anymore. Just from symmetry point of view ( the 10 fold way classification
scheme ), the hybrid Majorana SYK Eq.3.1 belongs to the class A, so may satisfy GUE
for any ratio of K/J . Our Exact Diagonization (ED) studies at a given parity (−1)Qc
sector in Fig.3 and 4 show that this is true only in the intermediate regimes of K/J . The
KAM theorem applies in the two end regimes K/J  1 where the ELS remain Poisson
and K/J  1 where the ELS becomes the WD determined by the q = 4 SYK.
One may also understand the quantum analog of the KAM theorem from a dual point
of view, namely, the stability of quantum chaos of the quantum chaotic q = 4 SYK against
the non-chaotic perturbation as one turns on K/J . The dual form of the KAM theorem
states that as K/J increases, there should be a crossover from the WD to the GUE, then
– 8 –
N (mod 8) 0 2 4 6
ELS GOE GUE GSE GUE
β 1 2 4 2
Q d = 1 d = 1 d = 2 d = 1
Qt dt = 1 dt = 1 + 1 dt = 2 dt = 1 + 1
N (mod 8) 1 3 5 7
ELS GOE GSE GSE GOE
β 1 4 4 1
Q d = 1 d = 2 d = 2 d = 1
Qt dt = 1 + 1 dt = 2 + 2 dt = 2 + 2 dt = 1 + 1
Table 2. The ELS and degeneracy of the Majorana fermion q = 4 SYK model at N even or odd.
The degeneracy d is at a given parity sector Qc. The total degeneracy dt is at both parity sectors.
When N is even, there is only one anti-unitary operator P . When N (mod 8) = 2, 6, P maps
Qc into Qc + 1. When N (mod 8) = 0, 4, Qc and Qc + 1 are completely dependent, no operator
connects between the two opposite parities. When N is odd, after adding one Majorana fermion at
N + 1 = ∞, one doubles the Hilbert space, there are two anti-unitary operators P and Z. When
N (mod 8) = 3, 7, P maps Qc to itself, Z maps Qc into Qc + 1. When N (mod 8) = 1, 5, Z maps
Qc to itself, P maps Qc into Qc + 1. So P and Z exchange their roles in the two cases. So the dt
in the odd N case is the degeneracy in the enlarged Hilbert space which is the twice of the original
one.
a CNCT from the GUE to the Poissonian. Our ED studies shown in Fig.3 and 4 confirms
this global picture.
We applied the same ED to study the CNCT in the U(1)/Z2 Dicke model to study
the CNCT in the hybrid SYK model. The only extra work needed here is that one need to
draw the random couplings Jijkl,Kij from the corresponding Gaussian distributions P [J ]
and P [K], then get ELS at a given set of Jijkl,Kij . Then one need to repeat the same
calculations over 40 to 100 samples of such a random realizations of Jij,kl,Kij , then perform
the average of ELS over these 40 to 100 samples [25]. The r˜ for GOE,GUE and GSE are
drawn as reference lines in Fig.3 and 4.
The even N cases are shown in Fig.3. There are 3 cases:
(a) For N (mod 8) = 0, the q = 4 Majorana fermion SYK at K = 0 is in GOE, the
hybrid is in the GUE around K/J = e−3.5 ∼ 0.03 to 1, there is a crossover from GOE to
GUE first, then a CNCT from GUE to the Poissonian as K/J increases.
(b) For N (mod 8) = 2, 6, the q = 4 Majorana fermion SYK at K = 0 is in GUE, it
stays in the GUE until K/J = 1, then there is a CNCT from GUE to the Poissonian as
K/J increases [30].
(c) For N (mod 8) = 4, the q = 4 Majorana fermion SYK at K = 0 is in GSE at
K = 0. Because P 2 = −1, any energy level is doubly degenerate at a given parity sector,
so when doing ELS, we only pick up one of the doubly degenerate levels to demonstrate
the GSE. Any small K breaks the degeneracy, then we may consider both sets of energy
levels, a small K makes 〈r˜〉 small, so 〈r˜〉 starts from zero and increases as K/J increases,
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then reaches the GUE in the range from e−4 to e0.5. There is a CNCT from GUE to the
Poissonian as K/J increases. So in this case, using the NN ELS is not enough. One may
start to use the combination of NN and the NNN ELS presented in Sec.2. The 〈r˜′〉 was also
shown in Fig.3d. It is complete to combine both 〈r˜〉 and 〈r˜′〉 into the same Fig.3d. When
〈r˜〉 in (d) is close to be zero, the NNN 〈r˜′〉 in (d) still shows GSE until K/J ∼ e−5. When
〈r˜〉 in (d) reaches the plateau value ∼ 0.60266 of GUE with β = 1, according to Eq.2.10,
then 〈r˜′〉 in (d) reaches a corresponding plateau value listed in Table I as ∼ 0.7344 with a
RMT index 3β + 1 = 4. When 〈r˜〉 in (d) reaches the plateau value ∼ 0.38629 of Poisson,
according to Eq.2.10, 〈r˜′〉 in (d) reaches a corresponding plateau value listed in Table I as
∼ 0.5. As pointed out in Sec.2, it is only slightly below the GOE value 0.53590 with the
RMT index 3β + 1 = 1.
The odd N cases are shown in Fig.4. Due to the absence of the GUE, at the q = 4
side, there are are only the GSE case in (a) and (d), the GOE case in (b) and (c). They
show similar evolution patterns as the corresponding GSE and GOE cases at the q = 4
side for even N cases shown in Fig.3.
Obviously, at any given disorder realization of Kij , the eigen-energies of q = 2 SYK is
in-commensurate ( so the disorder in SYK may play a similar role as the Berry phase in
the J − U(1)/Z2 Dicke model ), the quantum KAM theorem should apply when J/K is
sufficiently small. So the ELS changes from the Poissonian to GUE at the corresponding
Ncmod(4) ) around some critical (J/K)c value. The mean value 〈r˜〉 also changes from its
Poissonain value to the corresponding GUE value. It is similar to the βU(1) in the U(1)/Z2
Dicke model where the ELS changes from the Poisson to GOE when inside the superradiant
phase g/gc ≥ 1 ( Fig.4a in [45] ). Of course, in contrast to the Dicke model, due to the
quenched disorders, there is no regular regime ( see Fig.4b in [45] ) at any values of J/K.
It may be important to see how the low energy levels evolve from the 1/N spacing at the
q = 2 SYK to the e−s0N spacing at the q = 4 SYK and the roles of possible instanton effects
during such a evolution. Inspired by the insights from the Dicke model ( see Fig.3 in [45] ),
we expect the CNCT happens at (J/K)c where the e
−N spacings just emerge at the lowest
energy levels. The quasi-particle picture starts to break down at the lowest energies, but
still hold in slightly higher energies. Then as J/K increases further, the regime where the
quasi-particle picture holds shrink. At the q = 4 SYK, all the low energy level spacing
becomes e−s0N , the quasi-particle picture completely breaks down.
3.2 The hybrid of q = 2 and q = 4 complex fermion SYK
The Majorana fermion SYK was extended to the complex fermion which has a U(1) charge
symmetry [10]. One may also add a chemical potential µ to fix the conserved fermion filling
factor [24] qc =
∑
i(c
†
ici − 1/2). The above procedures used for the Majorana fermion can
also be applied to study the q = 2 and q = 4 hybrid complex SYK:
HC =
N∑
i<j,k<l
Jij;klc
†
ic
†
jckcl +
N∑
i<j
Kijc
†
icj − µ
N∑
i=1
c†ici (3.2)
where 〈Jij;kl〉 = 0, 〈|Jij;kl|2〉 = 3!J2/N3 drawing from the Gaussian distribution P [Jij;kl] ∼
e−A|Jij,kl|2/2J2 where A = N3/3!. In general, Jij;kl = −Jji;kl, Jij;kl = −Jij;lk, J∗ij;kl = Jkl;ij .
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We also take the four site indices i, j; k, l are all different to keep the PH symmetry explicit
at µ = 0. K∗ij = Kji is a Hermitian matrix satisfying 〈Kij〉 = 0, 〈|Kij |2〉 = K2/N .
In the K/J = 0 limit, the q = 4 complex SYK is non-integrable at any finite N .
Under the PH transformation, qc → −qc. So qc = 0 is the PH symmetric and only
happens when N is even. At the half-filling qc = 0, the system also has the maximum zero
temperature entropy S0 [10]. Away from the half-filling µ 6= 0, it breaks the P symmetry,
−N/2 < qc 6= 0 < N/2 corresponds to a non-vanishing electric field in the charged black
hole in asymptotic AdS2 bulk side [7]. It was shown in [17] that when N mod(4) = 0, 2, the
ELS is GOE and GSE respectively. But when N mod(4) = 1, 3 and qc = ±1/2, it is GUE.
( In fact, as long as qc 6= 0, there is no P-H symmetry anymore, so it is in GUE regardless
of the value of N mod(4) ).
Now we apply the PH transformation to the hybrid SYK model Eq.3.2 when K/J 6= 0.
The fermion number remains to be conserved. However, P is not conserved anymore due
to {P,H2} = 0. So the hybrid SYK does not have the PH symmetry anymore. Just from
symmetry point of view, the hybrid complex SYK belongs to the class A in the 10 fold way
classification, so may satisfy GUE for any ratio of K/J . Our Exact Diagonization (ED)
studies [27] at a given qc in Fig.5 shows that this is true only in the intermediate regimes of
K/J . The KAM theorem applies in the two end regimes K/J  1 where the ELS remains
Poissonian and K/J  1 where the ELS becomes the WD determined by the q = 4 SYK.
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Figure 5. The evolution of the ELS for type-I hybrid complex SYK Model. 〈r˜〉 (black curve),
and 〈r˜′〉 (orange curve) for GSE case in (c) evaluated at Nc = 12, 13, 14 and are averaged over 100,
50, 50 samplings respectively. Note the advantages of using 〈r˜′〉 over 〈r˜〉 in (c), especially in the
quantum chaos side.
In our ED studies [27], we look at q = 4 SYK first to reproduce the results listed in
the table II(a) in [17]. Then look at the q = 2 SYK to show that it indeed satisfies the
Poissonian distribution. Then we study the hybrid model Eq. 3.2. As shown in Fig.5,
there are also 3 cases:
(a) For Ncmod(4) = 0, at the half filling qc = 0, the hybrid complex fermion SYK is
in the GUE in a wide range near K/J = 1, there is a crossover from GOE to GUE, then a
CNCT from GUE to the Poissonian as K/J increases.
(b) Away from the half filling qc 6= 0, regardless of Ncmod(4), the q = 4 SYK is
in GUE. The hybrid complex fermion SYK stays in the GUE across K/J = 1 until to
K/J ∼ e1.5, then there is a CNCT from GUE to the Poissonian as K/J increases further.
(c) For Ncmod(4) = 2, at the half filling qc = 0, the complex q = 4 fermion SYK
is in GSE at K = 0. Because P 2 = −1, any energy level is doubly degenerate, so when
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doing ELS, we only pick up one of the doubly degenerate levels to demonstrate the GSE
at K/J = 0. Any small K breaks the degeneracy, then we may need to consider both sets
of energy levels, then it is easy to see that any small K makes 〈r˜〉 small, so 〈r˜〉 starts from
zero and increases as K/J increases. The hybrid complex fermion SYK is in the GUE in a
wide range near K/J = 1. There is a CNCT from GUE to the Poissonian as K/J increases
further.
So in this case, using the NN ELS is not enough. One may start to use the combination
of NN and the NNN ELS presented in Sec.2. The 〈r˜′〉 was also shown in Fig.5c. It is
complete to combine both 〈r˜〉 and 〈r˜′〉 into the same figure. When 〈r˜〉 is close to be zero,
the NNN 〈r˜′〉 still shows GSE until K/J ∼ e−5. When 〈r˜〉 reaches the plateau value
∼ 0.60266 of GUE with β = 1, then according to Eq.2.10, 〈r˜′〉 reaches an corresponding
plateau value listed in Table I as ∼ 0.7344 with a RMT index 3β + 1 = 4. When 〈r˜〉
reaches the plateau value ∼ 0.38629 of the Poisson, according to Eq.2.10, 〈r˜′〉 reaches an
corresponding plateau value listed in Table I as ∼ 0.5. It is only slightly below the GOE
value 0.53590 with the RMT index 3β + 1 = 1.
3.3 The particle-hole P or Z conserving hybrid q = 4 Majorana fermion SYK
It may also be interesting to study the KAM in the following q = 4 hybrid Majorana
fermion SYK which keeps the P symmetry at any ratio of K/J :
HM2,± =
N∑
i<j<k<l
Jijklχiχjχkχl ± [i
N∑
i<j
Kijχiχj ]
2 (3.3)
where Jijkl, Kij are real and satisfy the Gaussian distributions with 〈Jijkl〉 = 0, 〈J2ijkl〉 =
3!J2/N3 and 〈Kij〉 = 0, 〈K2ij〉 = K/N respectively. Note that here we use 〈K2ij〉 ∼ K to
make K/J dimensonless.
Obviously, the second term can be written as H2M2. In contrast to Eq.3.1, it still keeps
the P symmetry. So symmetry analysis alone can not distinguish between HM4 and H
2
M2
despite the former is chaotic, the latter is integrable. It is easy to show that because HM2
is integrable, so is H2M2. Furthermore, the eigenvalue of H
2
M2 is always positive. This can
be most conveniently seen from the NN ratio rn = sn/sn+1 of the HM2. Then Rn of the
H2M2 can be written as:
Rn =
E2n − E2n−1
E2n+1 − E2n
∼ En − En−1
En+1 − En = rn (3.4)
where similar to density of states, the center of two NN energies just cancels in the ratio.
Very similarly, one can show that the ratio of the NNN energy spacing R′n ∼ r′n. So the
ELS of H2M2 remains Poissonian.
This model with both ± sign was studied before in [17] by 1/N expansion at N =∞
and by the Renormalization Group (RG) analysis. By performing the RG on the coefficient
of the H2M2 term around the q = 4 SYK Conformally invariant fixed point, it was found
that the + sign is marginally irrelevant ( Fig.10b2 ), so the q = 4 non-integrable SYK
NFL fixed point is stable in the IR against the +H2M2 perturbation. However, the − is
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marginally relevant ( Fig.10b1 ), it flows to the integrable FL fixed point controlled by
−H2M2. However, our ED results show that there is very little differences between the two
signs. This could be explained as follows:
−HM2,−[J ′,K] =
N∑
i<j<k<l
J ′ijklχiχjχkχl + [i
N∑
i<j
Kijχiχj ]
2 = HM2,+[J,K] (3.5)
where J ′ijkl = −J ′ijkl. So J ′ and J satisfy the same distribution.
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Figure 6. The evolution of the ELS for type-II hybrid Majorana SYK Model when Nχ is even.
〈r˜〉 (black curve), and 〈r˜′〉 (orange curve) in (b) evaluated for Nχ = 14, 16, 18, 20 and are averaged
over 100, 80, 60, 40 samplings respectively. Notably, for Nmod8 = 0 case in (b), there is a double
degeneracy at the (q = 2)2 side, the NN ratio 〈r˜〉 is rapidly changing near the q = 4 side, so it is
quite difficult to determine the KAM regime. Fortunately, the NNN ratio 〈r˜′〉 shows a nice plateau
regime near the (q = 2)2 side, the KAM regime can be easily identified and listed in the Table 3-6.
This dramatic advantage of the new NNN ratio over the known NN ratio were further demonstrated
in all the relevant figures. For Nmod8 = 4 case in (d), all the energy levels are doubly degenerate
at any J/K.
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Figure 7. The evolution of the ELS for type-II hybrid Majorana SYK Model when Nχ is odd.
〈r˜〉 (black curve), and 〈r˜′〉 (orange curve in (b) and (c) ) evaluated for Nχ = 13, 15, 17, 19 and are
averaged over 100, 80, 60, 40 samplings respectively. For Nmod8 = 1, 7 GOE case in (b) and (c),
one can see the advantages of using 〈r˜′〉 over 〈r˜〉, especially in the KAM side. For Nmod8 = 3, 5
GSE case in (a) and (d), all the energy levels are doubly degenerate at any J/K.
Let E+n be an ordered set of energy levels of HM2,+[J,K] and s
+
n = E
+
n+1 − E+n > 0
the nearest-neighbor (NN) spacings. Then E−n = −E+n be an ordered set of energy levels
of HM2,−[J ′,K] and s−n = E−n − E−n+1 = E+n+1 − E+n = s+n . Similarly, the NNN spacing
s′−n = E−n − E−n+2 = E+n+2 − E+n = s′+n . Because (J ′,K) and (J,K) satisfy the same
distribution, so we conclude HM2,± satisfy the same ELS [29]. This is confirmed by our
ED. So we just show our + sign results in Fig.6 and 7. However, there is an exchange
between the ground state and the highest energy state in the ± sign, so the HM2,± will
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have completely different ground states as shown by the RG analysis in [17]. This fact
may show that the CNCT characterized by the RMT may not be directly related to QPT
characterized by the RG. Further elucidations on the intricate relation between RG and
RMT will be given in Sec.10.
Because [P,HM2,±] = 0 and [Z,HM2,±] = 0, so the symmetry classification in Sec.3
still applies to this Type-II hybrid Majorana fermion SYK at any J/K. So the Table I
still holds. Our Exact Diagonization (ED) studies [27] in Fig.6 and 7 shows that this is
true only when K/J is sufficiently small. The KAM theorem applies al small J/K  1
where the ELS becomes Poissonian. There is a CNCT from the corresponding WD to the
Possion as K/J increases. However, the degeneracy in Table I remains true at any J/K.
For N even shown in Fig.6, there is always a CNCT from the corresponding WD to
the Poissonian. Several salient features need to be stressed. For N (mod 8) = 0 in (b), one
may also look at the ELS from the H2M2 side when J/K  1. Because {P,HM2} = 0, then
(ψ, Pψ) have two different eigenvalues ±λ, so are orthogonal. They are also still in the same
parity sector. but [P,H2M2] = 0, a pair of orthogonal eigenstates (ψ, Pψ) have the same
eigenvalue λ2. so H2M2 is doubly degenerate at J = 0. However, the double degeneracy is
broken by any J > 0. Then using the NN ELS is not enough. One may start to use the
combination of NN and the NNN ELS presented in Sec.2. In contrast to all the previous
case with P or Z violating hybrid SYK models where the doubly degeneracy comes from
the q = 4 non-integrable side, here the doubly degeneracy comes from the integrable side.
It is best to combine 〈r˜〉 and 〈r˜′〉 in Fig.6b and read them from the (q = 2)2 integrable
side. When 〈r˜〉 is close to be zero, the NNN 〈r˜′〉 still shows Poisson until J/K ∼ e−4.
When 〈r˜〉 reaches the plateau value ∼ 0.53590 of the GOE with β = 1, then according to
Eq.2.10, 〈r˜′〉 reaches an corresponding plateau value listed in Table I as ∼ 0.6769 which is
quite close to GSE with a RMT index 3β + 1 = 4.
For N (mod 8) = 4 in (d), there is a CNCT from GSE to Possion as K/J increases. As
shown in Table I, there is always a double degeneracy at any J/K. Although 〈r˜′〉 in (b) is
quite similar to 〈r˜〉 in (d), both of which looks like to show a CNCT from GSE to Poission,
they have very different physical meanings. As said above, 〈r˜′〉 with N (mod 8) = 0 in (b)
represents NNN ELS, so it stands for a CNCT from GOE to Poission. While 〈r˜〉 with N
(mod 8) = 4 in (d) represents NN ELS, so it is a true CNCT from GSE to Poission.
For N (mod 8) = 2, 6 in (c) and (a), there is no degeneracy at any J/K. There is a
CNCT from GUE to Possion as K/J increases.
The odd N case is shown in Fig.7. As shown in Table 1, one continue to use P
symemtry when NMod8 = 3, 7, but must use Z symmetry when NMod8 = 1, 5. Due to
the absence of GUE, there are are only two cases: the CNCT from GSE to Possion in (a)
and (d) and the CNCT from GOE to Possion in (b) and (c). They show similar evolution
patterns as the corresponding CNCTs for even N case shown in Fig.6. Again, although
〈r˜′〉 in (b) and (c) are quite similar to 〈r˜〉 in (a) and (d), both of which looks like to show
a CNCT from GSE to Poission, they have very different physical meanings. The former is
actually a CNCT from GOE to Possion. While the latter is a true a CNCT from GSE to
Possion with a double degeneracy.
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3.4 The particle-hole P conserving hybrid q = 4 complex fermion SYK
It may also be interesting to study the KAM in the following q = 4 complex fermion SYK
[24] which also keeps the P symmetry at any ratio of K/J :
HC2,± =
N∑
i<j,k<l
Jij;klc
†
ic
†
jckcl ± [
N∑
i<j
Kijc
†
icj ]
2 − µ
N∑
i=1
c†ici (3.6)
where K∗ij = Kji is a Hermitian matrix satisfying 〈Kij〉 = 0, 〈|Kij |2〉 = K/N . Note that
here we use 〈K2ij〉 ∼ K to make K/J dimensonless.
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Figure 8. The evolution of the ELS for type-II hybrid complex SYK Model. 〈r˜〉 (black curve)
and 〈r˜′〉 (orange curve) in (a) evaluated with Nc = 12, 13, 14 and are averaged over 100, 50, 50
samplings respectively. For Ncmod4 = 0, qc = 0 GOE case in (a), one can the advantages of using
〈r˜′〉 over 〈r˜〉, especially in the KAM side. For Ncmod4 = 2, qc = 0 GSE case in (c), all the energy
levels are doubly degenerate at any J/K.
Obviously, the second term can be written as H2C2. So it still keeps the P and Z
symmetry. So symmetry analysis along can not distinguish between HC4 and H
2
C2. So the
symmetry classification on complex SYK still applies to this P conserving hybrid q = 4
complex fermion SYK. When N (mod 4) = 0, 2 and qc = 0, the ELS is GOE and GSE
with the degeneracy d = 1, 2 respectively. But when N (mod 4) = 1, 3 and qc = ±1/2, it
is GUE with the degeneracy d = 1. ( In fact, as long as qc 6= 0, there is no P symmetry
anymore, so it is in GUE regardless of the value of N (mod 4) ). Our Exact Diagonization
(ED) studies [27] in Fig.8 shows that this is true only when K/J is sufficiently small. The
KAM theorem applies al small J/K  1 where the ELS becomes Poissonian. However,
the degeneracy remains true at any J/K. There is a CNCT from the corresponding WD
to the Possion as K/J increases.
The rest of discussions are quite similar to the P or Z conserving Type-II hybrid
Majorana fermion SYK discussed in Sec.3.3. Similar to Eq.3.4 in Sec.3.3, it is easy to show
that because HC2 is integrable, so is H
2
C2, so its ELS remains Poission. Furthermore, the
eigenvalue of H2C2 is always positive. Both ± sign in the second term need to be considered.
In the RG sense, we expect the + ( − ) sign in Eq.3.6 is irrelevant ( relevant ). However,
Eq.3.5 adopted to Eq.3.6 shows the ELS stay the same which is confirmed by our ED. So
we just show our + sign results in Fig.8. There is always a CNCT from the corresponding
WD to the Poissonian as K/J increases.
Notably, for Nc (mod 4) = 0, qc = 0 in (a), one may also look at the ELS from the
H2C2 side when J/K  1. Because {P,HC2} = 0, but [P,H2C2] = 0, so H2C2 is doubly
degenerate at J = 0. Then using the NN ELS is not enough. One may need to use the
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combination of NN and the NNN ELS presented in Sec.2. In contrast to the previous
P violating Type-I hybrid complex SYK model where the doubly degeneracy comes from
the q = 4 chaotic side, here the doubly degeneracy comes from the integrable side. It is
complete to combine both 〈r˜〉 and 〈r˜′〉 in Fig.a and read them from the q = 2 integrable
side. When 〈r˜〉 is close to be zero, the NNN 〈r˜′〉 shows Poisson until J/K ∼ e−6. When 〈r˜〉
reaches the plateau value ∼ 0.53590 for the GOE with β = 1, then according to Eq.2.10,
〈r˜′〉 reaches an corresponding plateau value listed in Table I as ∼ 0.6769 which is quite
close to the GSE with a RMT index 3β + 1 = 4. There is always a double degeneracy at
any J/K in (c). Although 〈r˜′〉 in (a) is quite similar to 〈r˜〉 in (c), both of which looks like
to show a CNCT from GSE to Poission, they have very different physical meanings. As
said above, 〈r˜′〉 in (a) when Nc (mod 4) = 0, qc = 0 represents NNN ELS, so it stands for
a CNCT from GOE to Poission. While 〈r˜〉 in (c) when Nc (mod 4) = 2, qc = 0 represents
NN ELS, so so it stands for a CNCT from GSE to Poission and each energy level is doubly
degenerate at any K/J .
3.5 The hybrid of q = 2 and q = 4 bosonic SYK
The above procedures for fermions can also be applied to study the q = 2 and q = 4 hybrid
bosonic SYK:
HB =
N∑
i<j,k<l
Jij;klb
†
ib
†
jbkbl +
∑
i<j
Kijb
†
ibj − µ
N∑
i=1
b†ibi (3.7)
where, in general, Jij;kl = Jji;kl, Jij;kl = Jij;lk, J
∗
ij;kl = Jkl;ij and 〈|Jij;kl|2〉 = 3!J2/N3.
Following [10], we take the four site indices i, j; k, l are all different to keep the PH symmetry
explicit at µ = 0. . K∗ij = Kji is a Hermitian matrix satisfying 〈Kij〉 = 0, 〈|Kij |2〉 = K2/N .
In the K/J = 0 limit, the q = 4 bosonic SYK was studied by the ED in [10], a QSG
ground state was expected in the thermodynamic limit N =∞. One can define the particle-
hole symmetry operator to be P = KΠNi=1(b
†
i + bi). The boson charge Qb =
∑
i b
†
ibi, qb =∑
i(b
†
ibi − 1/2). It is easy to show P 2 = 1, P biP = b†i , P b†iP = bi, PQbP = N − Qb.
[P,H4] = 0. For N even, at half filling qb = 0, it is in GOE. However, as long as qb 6= 0,
there is no P-H symmetry anymore, it is in GUE regardless of the value of N is even or
odd.
Now we apply the PH transformation to the bosonic hybrid SYK model Eq.3.7. In
contrast to the fermionic hybrid SYK models, [P,H2] = 0, so the PH symmetry is preserved
in the hybrid bosonic SYK model. In the J/K = 0 limit, we expect that the ELS for q = 2
bosonic SYK is the same as q = 4 bosonic SYK: when qb = 0, it is in GOE, when qb 6= 0, it
is in GUE. This is in sharp contrast to the q = 2 fermionic SYK which is non-interacting,
so integrable. While the q = 2 bosonic SYK is interacting ( the bosons on the same site
behaves as fermions, but different sites as bosons ), so non-integrable and is already a
quantum chaotic system.
So we expect the ELS of the hybrid bosonic SYK stays the same from q = 4, all the
way down to q = 2. This is indeed confirmed by our ED results [28] shown in Fig.9, there
are only two cases here (a) For Nb even, at the half filling qb = 0, it is always in GOE for
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Figure 9. (Color online) ELS of the hybrid bosonic SYK. (a) For Nb even, at the half filling
qb = 0, it is always in GOE for any ratio of K/J . (b) Away from the half filling qb 6= 0, it is always
in GUE for any ratio of K/J , regardless of Nb is even or odd. In contrast to the fermion cases,
there is no CNCT in the bosonic hybrid SYK.
any ratio of K/J . (b) Away from the half filling qb 6= 0, it is always in GUE for any ratio
of K/J , regardless of Nb is even or odd.
In short, in contrast to all the hybrid fermionic models discussed in this paper, the
KAM theorem does not apply in the bosonic model, there is no CNCT in the bosonic
hybrid model.
4 Contrast KAM theorem of integrability with stability of quantum
chaos
Here from Fig.3-8 we summarize the stability of quantum chaos near q = 4 SYK with the
KAM theorem near the integrable q = 2 SYK in Type I and (q = 2)2 SYK in Type II in
the following 4 Tables from which one can conclude the following trends:
(1) The validity regime of KAM theorem seem comparable in type I and type II. In all
the case, its validity regime gets small as the system size gets large. We expect it gets to
zero in the thermodynamic limit. However, how it approaches zero need to be investigated
both theoretically and by ED in much large sizes.
(2) In Type I, the stability of GOE is comparable to that of GSE. They also also
comparable to the KAM in the sizes we studied. But that of the GUE is much more robust
than the two. It is also much more robust than the KAM. This is due to the fact that GUE
is dictated by the symmetry classification anyway, so it exists as an intermediate regime
in all the three cases, then the stability regime of the GUE at the q = 4 side is greatly
enhanced. We expect that in contrast to the KAM theorem, the stability of chaos remain
a finite value in the thermodynamic limit. For example, although the Lyapunov exponent
at low temperature may be quite sensitive to an integrable perturbation. its value at high
or infinite temperature should be quite robust against the perturbation. The quantum
chaos characterized by the RMT may correspond to the Lyapunov exponent at infinite
temperature, because both involve all the energy levels.
(3) In Type II, The stability of quantum chaos is even among GOE, GUE and GSE.
This is because they are dictated by the symmetry classification at the corresponding N
values anyway. They are also more robust than the KAM theorem.
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Nχ 14 16 18 20
ELS at K = 0 GUE GOE GUE GSE
QCS: K/J e0 = 1 e−5.5 ≈ 0.004 e0 e−5.5
KAM: J/K e−3 ≈ 0.05 e−3.5 ≈ 0.04 e−4 ≈ 0.02 e−5 ≈ 0.01
Nχ 13 15 17 19
ELS at K = 0 GSE GOE GOE GSE
QCS: K/J e−4.5 ≈ 0.01 e−5 ≈ 0.007 e−5.5 ≈ 0.004 e−5.5
KAM: J/K e−3 ≈ 0.05 e−3.5 ≈ 0.04 e−4 ≈ 0.02 e−5 ≈ 0.01
Table 3. Contrast the stability of quantum chaos at q = 4 with the KAM theorem of integrability
at q = 2 for type-I hybrid Majorana fermion SYK. Notations: Nχ is the number of Majorana
fermions, ELS is Energy Level Statistics, QCS is Quantum Chaos stability. KAM is Kolmogorov-
Arnold-Moser theorem. The same notations are used in the following tables. The KAM shrinks as
the size increases. The QCS of the GUE is greatly enhanced.
(Nc, qc) (12, 0) (13, 1/2) (14, 0)
ELS at K = 0 GOE GUE GSE
QCS: K/J e−5.5 ≈ 0.004 e1.5 ≈ 4.5 e−6 ≈ 0.002
KAM: J/K e−5 ≈ 0.008 e−5 e−5.5
Table 4. Contrast the stability of quantum chaos at q = 4 with the KAM theorem of Integrability
at q = 2 for Type-I hybrid complex fermion SYK. The QCS of the GUE is greatly enhanced.
Nχ 14 16 18 20
ELS at K = 0 GUE GOE GUE GSE
QCS: K/J e−2 ≈ 0.36 e−2 e−2 e−2
KAM: J/K e−3 = 0.05 e−4 = 0.18 e−5 = 0.007 e−6 = 0.002
Nχ 13 15 17 19
ELS at K = 0 GSE GOE GOE GSE
QCS: K/J e−2 ≈ 0.36 e−2 e−2 e−2
KAM: J/K e−3 = 0.05 e−4 = 0.18 e−5 = 0.007 e−6 = 0.002
Table 5. Contrast the stability of quantum chaos at q = 4 with the KAM theorem of Integrability
at q = 2 for Type-II hybrid Majorana fermion SYK. The QCS remains even among all WD and are
much more robust than KAM.
(Nc, qc) 12, qc = 0 13, qc = 1/2 14, qc = 0
ELS at K = 0 GOE GUE GSE
QCS: K/J e−2 ≈ 0.14 e−2 e−2
KAM: J/K e−6 ≈ 0.002 e−7 ≈ 0.001 e−7
Table 6. Contrast the stability of quantum chaos at q = 4 with the KAM theorem of Integrability
at q = 2 for Type-II hybrid complex fermion SYK. The QCS remains even among all WD and are
much more robust than KAM.
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5 Random matrix theory versus Renormalization group, CNCT versus
Quantum phase transition.
It was well established that in terms of symmetries and the space dimension, the Renor-
malization Group (RG) ( including the DMRG, MPS and tensor network ) can be used
to classify many body phases and quantum phase transitions at T = 0 and classical phase
transitions at finite temperatures [37, 38]. The RG focus on infra-red ( IR ) behaviours of
the system which are determined by the ground state and low energy excitations. The RG
is also intimately connected to General Relativity (GR) through the holographic principle.
While the 10 fold way RMT classification scheme to describe quantum chaos only
depends on two anti-unitary symmetries, seems independent of space dimension. It covers
all the energy levels of the system, so can be used to characterize the CNCT. In a completely
different context, the 10 fold way can also be used to classify topological equivalent class
for non-interacting topological Insulators and topological superconductors [39, 40]. In this
case, it also depends on the space dimension and has the Bott periodicity d→ d+ 8.
The differences and connections between RG and the RMT are explicitly demonstrated
in the two types of SYK models in this work. For example, in the thermodynamic limit
N = ∞, the fermions in the Type I hybrid SYK models have scaling dimension 1/2 and
1/4 at the q = 2 and q = 4 SYK respectively. So the q = 2 ( q = 4 ) SYK is a stable (
unstable ) conformably invariant fixed point ( Fig.10a. Any J ( K ) is irrelevant ( relevant
) to the q = 2 ( q = 4 ) SYK. At any K/J 6= 0, the ground state is controlled by the
q = 2 SYK fix point, so it is always non-chaotic Fermi liquid with well defined low energy
quasi-particle excitations. There is no quantum phase transition (QPT) in the Type I
hybrid SYK models. There is no finite temperature transitions either. However, as shown
in Fig.3-8, there is always a chaotic to non-chaotic transition (CNCT) from the GUE to
Poisson. Of course, the name of CNCT is a little misleading, because it is really a crossover
instead of a sharp phase transition [30]. As shown in these figures, there are also crossovers
between different WD ensembles as K/J increases. In the Type II hybrid SYK models,
the coefficient of (q = 2)2 is marginally irrlevant/relevant when the sign is +/− ( Fig.10b.
So the ground state with + sign is the non-Fermi liquid without quasi-particle excitations
controlled by q = 4 SYK fixed point, while that with + sign is the Fermi liquid with well
defined quasi-particle excitations controlled by (q = 2)2 SYK fixed point. So there is no
quantum phase transition (QPT) and no finite temperature transitions either in the the
Type II hybrid SYK models. However, independent of the +/− sign, there is always a
CNCT from the corresponding WD of q = 4 SYK to the Poissonian as shown in Fig.6,7
and 8. In fact, as explained in Sec.3.3,3.4, despite the +/− sign leads to dramatically
different ground states, the ELS is identical [29]. So here we provides two interesting
examples where the ELS are the same, but the ground states are dramatically different.
This fact demonstrates explicitly the dramatic differences between the two classification
schemes. For another example, it was known the ground states of the hybrid bosonic SYK
is a quantum spin glass (QSG) which breaks ergodicity. There is a finite temperature phase
transition from the QSG to a paramagnet where the ergodicity is restored. However, as
shown in Fig.9, the ELS stays as GOE or GUE. There is no CNCT. So it is difficult to see
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if there is a connection between CNCT and a finite temperature phase transition which is
driven by the free energy [30].
QPT only involves the changing of the ground states and the low energy excitations,
while the high energy states are irrelevant. There is a divergent length (or time ) scale and
associated scalings near a QPT. While the ELS involves all the energy levels at a finite but
large enough N . So despite the absence of QPT in the two types of the hybrid SYK models,
there could still be a CNCT which is not a true QPT [30]. There is no divergent length
(or time ) scales, no associated scalings, therefore no finite size scalings near a CNCT [30].
Quantum chaos also arise in a quantum optics model which is completely unrelated to
SYK models: the U(1)/Z2 Dicke model[41–44]. It describes N atoms ( qubits ) interact
with a single photon mode with both rotating wave term g and the counter-rotating wave
term 0 < g′/g = β < 1. In the thermodynamic N → ∞ limit, there is a quantum phase
transition at g = gc =
√
ωaωb
1+β from the normal phase to the super-radiant phase. At any
finite and large enough N , there is also quantum chaos and the associated CNCT from the
GOE to the Poisson in the U(1)/Z2 Dicke model [45]. Of course, the quantum chaos in
the SYK models are due to the interplay between interactions and disorders. While those
in the Dicke models are solely due to the atom-photon interactions. Another difference
between the two models is that the SYK models are fermionic. While the Dicke models
are pure bosonic ones. Therefore, the fermionic SYK has a finite Hilbert space 2N/2 or 2N
for Majorana or complex fermion ( including hard core bosons ) respectively, so ED can
be performed directly in the finite Hilbert space at any finite N . While due to the infinite
number of occupations of photons, the Hilbert space of the U(1)/Z2 Dicke model is infinite,
so a energy cut-off Λ = ncωa with nc = 200 ∼ 2000 must be introduced to perform an ED
[45]. The ELS can still be trusted when when the energy levels are well below the the enrgy
cutoff. Despite these differences in the two microscopic Hamiltonians, they share similar
relations on Random matrix theory versus Renormalization group, CNCT at a finite N
versus Quantum or classical phase transitions at N = ∞, Quatum chaos stability versus
KAM near the integrability, etc.
There maybe still possible deep connections between the onset of quantum chaos char-
acterized by the RMT and the onset of quantum phase transition characterized by the
RG which need to be explored further. The hybrid SYK models ( or the corresponding
hybrid GW tensor model ) and the U(1)/Z2 Dicke models may supply new platforms to
investigate possible relations between the two dramatically different classification schemes.
6 Conclusions.
In this work, we only focused on the ELS of bulk spectrum, it may also be interesting to
focus on the low energy spectrum, especially the edge spectrum in a future study. For
example, it was known the ground state of both the q = 2 and q = 4 bosonic SYK is a
quantum spin glass (QSG) state which is a ergodicity broken state instead of a chaotic state.
As shown in Fig.9, its bulk ELS still shows the quantum chaotic behaviours. However, we
expect its low energy (or edge) spectrum may show different behaviours indicating its
broken ergodicity. This is also related to the issue of RG versus RMT, ground state versus
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Figure 10. RG flow of Type I and Type II hybrid SYK models. (a) The RG flow of the Type
I hybrid SYK models. The K/J ′, J ′ =
√
J2 +K2 is relevant to the q = 4 SYK. So the ground
state is always Fermi liquid with well defined low energy quasi-particle excitations. (b) Upper, The
RG flow of the Type II hybrid SYK models with + sign. The K/J ′ is marginally relevant to the
q = 4 SYK. So the ground state is always a Fermi liquid with well defined low energy quasi-particle
excitations. Lower, The RG flow of the Type II hybrid SYK models with + sign. The K/J ′ is
marginally relevant to the q = 4 SYK. So the ground state is always a Non-Fermi liquid without
quasi-particle excitations.
all energy states discussed in the last section. It may also be interesting to study the ELS
of the two indices SYK model [46] with two large numbers: N ( the number of sites ) and
the M ( the group of O(M) or SU(M) ). Depending on the relations between N and M ,
it may show chaotic QSL or non-chaotic QSG ground state.
As alerted in Sec.4, it remains interesting to explore (1) What is the finite size de-
pendence of the KAM theorem: will (J/K)c → 0 in the thermodynamic limit N → ∞.
Namely, will the KAM theorem completely shrinks to zero as N → ∞ ? If so, what is its
asymptotical behaviours. (2) What is the finite size dependence of the stability of quantum
chaos: K/J . These questions need to be addressed analytically and ED in much bigger
system sizes.
As said in the introduction, in addition to the ELS in the RMT classifications, the
CNCT may also be dynamically diagnosed from the spectral form factor (SFF) in the
RMT. The SFF at βT = 0 may also be used to measure the dynamic ( time-dependent
) chaotic behaviours of the two types of hybrid SYK models. A slope-dip-ramp-plateau
structure in the time evolution was considered to be evidence for the chaotic behaviours.
This feature may disappear at (K/J)c and beyond. While the Lyapunov exponent is
a completely different way to characterize the dynamic nature of the quantum chaos. It
seems quite in-sensitive to the 10-fold way global discrete symmetry classification, therefore
independent of N mod (8) or Nc mod (4). So it is important to investigate the KAM from
the OTOC perspective. These results will be presented in a separate publication [35].
As shown in [47], the stability of quantum chaos of black holes against a constant q = 2
SYK terms may be used to explore the interior behind the black hole horizon. Implications
of the results achieved here on the bulk gravity side or on quantum error corrections need
to be explored [48].
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